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Some housekeeping



Tell us about you in the chat



Founded 2007 Founded 2015



Idea

Some of the people we work with

Seed Growth Scale Mature→ → → →



Who we’ve invested in

>$40m capital raised



Why is the tech even important?



The world’s 7 most valuable public companies 
are (now) all software companies



The tech is where most of your investment goes 

Seed Growth Scale Mature→ → →

50% 48% 30% 30%

30% 30% 35% 40%

Tech

Sales & 
Marketing 

Source: 2019 OpenView SaaS Metrics Survey



Yet, spending millions on bad software that 
has to be thrown away is still depressingly 

common.



We started this session and service to address this



One of the biggest hurdles to scalability of a 
tech business is poor technical practices.



Bad tech practices destroy feature release velocity 
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A startup is an organization formed to search 
for a repeatable and scalable business model

Source: Steve Blank



Getting technical



How modern software development enables the  
search for a business model

Lean (build / 
measure / 

learn)

→ Continuous 
Delivery

Continuous 
Integration

TDD / 
Refactoring

Modern ‘Agile’ software practices 
enabling the search for a business 

model

→ →



Agile software development

A set of values, principles and practices that allow a software 
project to go fast, and respond to change.

Very different to twenty years ago, when most projects were 
entirely planned up front.



So, what we look for during a Review?



Areas we look at 

1. Code & System 
Quality 2. Software Processes

4. Security & Liability3. Infrastructure & 
System Scalability



We start with some automated techniques 



And then we use experts 

Code Architecture



1. Code & system quality 



What are the elements of code & system quality?



2. Software processes



What do software teams spend their time on?



3. Infrastructure & system scalability





4. Security & Liability



What can go wrong?



The five questions!



Question 1: How is your software tested?

Follow up question: What’s your code test coverage? (Good: > 80%)

Bad Good

Ad-hoc QA staffDevelopers Automated Test-Driven 
Development



Question 2: How do you manage infrastructure?

How long would it take to re-create your environment from         
scratch? (Good: < 1hr)

Follow up question:

Bad Good

Manual Platform as a 
Service

Infrastructure 
as Code



Question 3: What code quality metrics do you track?

Follow up question: How do you enforce them? (Good: automatically)

Bad Good

Nothing ChurnLines of 
code Readability Duplication & 

Complexity



Question 4: How often do you deploy?

Follow up question: How do you deploy? (Scripted, automated on a build server)

Bad Good

Yearly FortnightlyQuarterly Daily On every 
change



Question 5: Who tells you about embarrassing 
incidents?

How do you make sure this problem doesn’t happen again? 
(Cover it with good tests)

Follow up question:

Bad Good

Users Support staff Monitoring 
tools



The 5 questions summarised

1. How is your software tested? Test-driven development

2. How do you manage infrastructure? Infrastructure as code

3. What code quality metrics do you track? Duplication & complexity

4. How often do you deploy? On every change

5. Who tells you about embarrassing incidents? Monitoring tools 

Question Good answer



-For Investors, to mitigate risk when deciding 
on investment and CEO’s to get a clear idea of 
why growth is being blocked

-Typically two senior Cogent developers work 
for a few days to review the code and practises

-Output is a written report and Q&A session

-Plain english with practical and real world 
recommendations 

-Cost $5k-$8k depending on size of code base

How the Cogent Review service works



Questions?



Level 1, 673 Bourke St, Melbourne VIC 3000
www.cogent.co

THANKS FOR YOUR TIME


